
“OUR VISION is to develop world class students who 
have the belief in themselves that anything is possible 

and lead happy and successful lives”



About the course

• OCR GCSE Business (9-1)

• Students will develop

✓ An interest in business with a focus on entrepreneurial 

skills

✓ Connections between theory and practice allowing them 

to apply this to real organisations

✓ An informed approach to future career choices

✓ Confidence in using qualitative and quantitative data



Course Structure

• Split into two main sections

• Business 1

✓ Business activity

✓ Marketing

✓ People

• Business 2

✓ Operations

✓ Finance

✓ Influences on Business

✓ The interdependent nature of business



How is the course assessed?

• Two exams in the summer of 2021

• Both papers split equally / carry the same weighting

• Both papers consist of 

✓ Written exam paper

✓ 1hr 30mins

✓ 80 x marks



Course delivery

• Students taught using a range of teaching and learning strategies including: film clips, case 

studies, Q&A’s, exam questions.

• Teacher led – focus on theoretical content

• Student led activities – apply theory in a practical context:

✓ Business scenarios

✓ Role plays

✓ Presentations

✓ Educational visits

✓ Research



The exam

• Both papers are made up of two sections

• Section A

✓ Multiple choice questions.

✓ 15 x marks.

• Section B

✓ Range of short, medium and extended response 

questions

✓ Questions based on real business contexts.

✓ 65 x marks.

• NOTE: Paper 2 – some questions will have a synoptic element



Preparing for the exams

• Past Paper questions - used regularly to prepare students for their final exams

• Regular testing / end of topic tests - ensure knowledge and understating 

of studied topics; Feedback from the tests aid students to focus on 

their knowledge and exam technique

• Knowledge Organisers – supporting long-term knowledge retrieval

• Revision notes – start now



1:1 Role of Business Enterprise and Entrepreneurship 1:2 Business Planning

1:3 Business Ownership

Entrepreneur
A person who 
takes the risk of 
starting and 
running a business

Enterprising 
characteristics
Features of an 
entrepreneur

Business plan
A simple plan which 
sets out the details of 
the business

Finance
The money needed 
to start the business

Unlimited liability
Responsibility for the debts of the business 
rests with the owners
Capital
Money raised to start or develop a business

Deed of partnership
A document setting out the operations of  
the partnership
Sleeping partner
Someone who only invests in a partnership

Limited liability 
Responsibility for the debts of the business   
is limited to the amount invested
Shareholders
Owners of a limited company

Dividend
Money paid to shareholders from business 
profits
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Enterprise is:
Seeing an 

opportunity to 
provide a product or 
service that people 
are will ing to buy

Risk Reward

▪ Financial
Possibility of losing money

▪ Health
The strain of being in 
charge can affect health

▪ Strained relationships
Starting a business is time 
consuming

▪ Financial
Some successful entrepreneurs 
can make a lot of money
▪ Independence
Some people l ike to be their 
own boss
▪ Self-satisfaction
Some people l ike to see and 
idea work

A business plan:
details how a business 

aims to achieve its 
objectives

Contents 
of a 

business 
plan

The 
idea People 

running 
it

Market 
research

Finance
Aims and 
objectives

Target 
market

Competition 

Role of a business 
plan:

▪ Identify markets
▪ Helping with 
finance
▪ Identifying 
resources needed
▪ Achieving aims and 
objectives

Purpose of a 
business plan:

▪ To reduce the risk 
of starting a business
▪ To help a business 
succeed

Entrepreneurial 
characteristics

Creativity

Risk-taking Determination 

Confidence

Advantages Disadvantages 

▪ Easy to set up
▪ Little finance 
required
▪ Full control
▪ Keep all  the 
profits
▪ Financial 
information is 
private 

▪ Unlimited 
l iability
▪ Business stops 
if i l l  or on holiday
▪ Long working 
hours
▪ Shortage of 
capital
▪ Skil ls shortage 
▪ No continuity 

Advantages Disadvantages 

▪ More capital 
available
▪ Easy to set up
▪ More skills 
available 
▪ Shared 
workload
▪ Financial 
information is 
private

▪ Shared profit
▪ Unlimited 
liability 
▪ Shortage of 
capital
▪ Slower decision 
making
▪ No continuity

Advantages Disadvantages 

▪ Limited 
l iability 
▪ Continuity 
▪ Can raise 
capital more 
easily 
▪ Control over 
share sale

▪ Financial 
information 
available to the 
public
▪ Complex and 
expensive to set up
▪ Sale of shares is 
restricted 
▪ Dividends to be 
paid

Advantages Disadvantages 

▪ Can raise 
large amounts 
of capital 
▪ Easier to 
borrow  money
▪ Limited 
liability for 
shareholders 

▪ Possibility of a 
takeover
▪ Complex and 
expensive to set up
▪ Hard to manage 
as so large
▪ Financial 
information 
available to the 
public

Sole trader Partnership Private Limited Company (LTD) Public Limited Company (PLC)



The focus on higher order skills

• To achieve high grades students must demonstrate more that simply recalling theory and applying it in the context 

of the case

• Mastering the higher order skills allows students to answer the long response questions which carry more marks

• Analysis 

Demonstrating the ability to ‘explain’ and refers to the ability to present logical chains of reasoning.

• Discuss / Evaluate 

Demonstrating the ability to explain and to analyse and refers to the ability to weigh up both sides of the 

argument, or compare alternatives, and to come to a supported judgement.



Example of a higher order question

Evaluate how the ethical treatment of workers may have an 

impact on the motivation and retention of M&S’s staff. [9]



Structuring the response

Knowledge & Understanding:

- Define ethics?

Application:

- Examples of ethics at M&S

Analysis:

- What are the benefits of ethics to M&S?  In other words the knock on effects

Evaluation:

- Balance the argument – are there any disadvantages of ethics to M&S



Model answer

Ethics is about being moral and fair (K) which may include paying workers a fair wage (U). If M&S is being ethical then 

workers are likely to feel well looked after which makes them happier and more motivated (APP). It may also lead to 

workers not wanting to leave M&S to work somewhere else (APP). 

By having more motivated workers, M&S won’t need to advertise jobs as often which decreases their costs (AN). M&S will 

also find that workers are happier, and this could lead to more sales in their stores (AN). 

Overall ethics can affect both motivation and retention of workers at M&S to a great extent (EVAL) but the effect of 

retention on costs is likely to be larger (EVAL) than the effect of motivation on sales because M&S is in a competitive market 

(EVAL).



How can you support? 

• Speak to your son/daughter on a regular basis about what they have learnt and 

encourage them to come and speak to their teacher if they are unsure of 

anything.

• Where we set homework check that they are using the guidance they have been 

provided by their teacher and any notes in the lesson.

• Read your son/daughter’s homework and help them expand their responses by 

asking ‘why?’ and ‘so what?’  This will enable them to gain higher grades in their 

work. 



Revision material

• My revision notes - OCR GCSE (9-1) 
Business

• Summarizes all content

• Test yourself section

• ISBN:  978-1-5104-2369-5

• Amazon:  £9.38



Revision material

• Tutor 2U knowledge booklet

• Students set work from this as 
part of the revision programme

• Copies provided by the school



How can you support? 

• Make sure they build in time to allow you to proof read their work.

• Encourage your son/daughter to create revision material.  Where we do not set 

formal homework they should be spending this time creating revision material.

• Support them in taking an interest in the business news and keep in touch with 

the big headlines e.g. Brexit. Alternatively get them to choose a company that 

they are interested in and look out for news articles as they arise.



How can you support? 

• Talk to your child about your own work so that they gain an 

understanding of different roles and business environments.   

• If your son/daughter is absent please ask them to see their teacher as 

soon as possible to find out what work they have missed.



Useful resources

• SenecaLearning – interactive resource for revision

• www.tutor2u.net – an excellent website for business theory

• ShowMyHomework – homework will be published regularly on here, 

reflecting the tasks students are currently working on and resources 

to support them (Task sheets, handouts, past papers)



Useful resources

• Textbook – Business – Schofield and Williams (written for the OCR 

specification)

• Revision booklet – my revision notes (written for the OCR GCSE Business 

specification – see earlier slide for details)

• Past Papers

• Apps – Sky News, BBC News



Thank You


